OLD VINE RED
LOT NUMBER 66
OV R S ER I ES

BLEND

A combination of wine from 2016, 2015, 2014, and 2013
AGING

60% aged in neutral barrels and 40% aged in stainless steel
A L C O H O L B Y VOL U M E

13.5%
PRODUCTION

25,000 cases
Old Vine Red is a proprietary red wine made to replicate the field
blends of many of the old vineyards in Sonoma and Mendocino counties.
Predominantly comprised of Zinfandel, Old Vine Red combines pure fruit, a
supple mouth feel and a rich, solid structure. A groundbreaking combination
of varietals and multiple vintages first produced in 1982, this wine has
blazed the path for red blends for decades. With a historic underground
following, it is one of the longest lasting and best known red blends
produced today.

90 points

Wine Advocate

Deep garnet-purple colored, it has quite a meaty-gamey nose
over a core of warm blackberries, roses, tar and bacon fat
plus suggestions of black pepper and anise. .		
— The Wine Advocate, April 2017, Old Vine Red Lot 66

Marietta’s flagship NV Old Vine Red Lot Number 66
is a gorgeous wine to drink now and over the next few
years, while the plummy red fruit and floral notes retain
their freshness. Bright red cherry, plum, rose petal,
mint and sweet pipe tobacco give this fresh, vinous
red much of its inviting personality.		
— Antonio Galloni, Vinous, March 2017, Old Vine Red Lot 66
MARIETTACELL ARS.COM

We take great pride in our OVR
Series. Anchored by Old Vine
Red, it represents our dedication
to producing quality wine that is
concentrated, balanced, and delicious
and available at pricing that allows
families across the country to have
it on their table. For us, table wine is
one of the simple pleasures that is part
of enjoying food, community, and life.

